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Abstract: Cloud based services has been selected by IT 

service providers to meet the increasing demand of 

computational power which ensures scalability, 

flexibility and reliability. Referable to the rapid 

enlarging technology needed by cloud infrastructure, 

energy consumption degradation has been an rapid area 

of inquiry. There are many areas working on it like 

Dynamic VM Consolidation, Resource allocation and so 

on. Resource allocation using virtual machines plays a 

vital role in cloud environment. In this paper we propose 

Optimized VM Allocation Policy and Host Overload 

Detection Algorithm, VM Selection Policy and 

Migration Dirty Page Rate (MDPR) Model to select 

Multiple Virtual Machines (VM) and to migrate VMs 

from overloaded host to another host. This can be 

evaluated through simulation. We use cloudsim to step 

up the maximum bit rate allocation for the live-migration 

of multiple VMs and step down the total migration time 

and Downtime.  

 

1. Introduction 

        Cloud computing is a new emerging technology 

with a large bit of resources (virtual machines) which 

are handled dynamically over the net. It is practiced 

widely and there is a need for achieving better public 

presentation, optimization, reduction of migration time, 

efficient computing and better resource use. Cloud 

computing is an evolution of the virtualization, Service-

Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Utility Computing 

[6].  Cloud Computing is an example that enable 

agreeable, on-demand network access to a large pool of 

configurable computing resources that can be fastly 

provisioned and released with minimal service provider 

interaction and management effort.  

     Virtual Machine (VM) is a software that creates a 

virtualized infrastructure between the computer platform 

and the terminal user in which the end user can control 

the software. A Virtual Machine offers an interface 

identical to the underlying bare hardware. The operating 

system makes the magic trick of multiple procedures, 

each performing on its own CPU with its own memory 

[19]. Each Virtual Machine (VM) takes in its own band 

of virtual hardware (e.g., RAM, NIC, CPU etc.) upon 

which an working arrangement is loaded. The operating 

system makes the magic trick of multiple procedures,  

 

 

each performing on its own CPU with its own (virtual) 

memory. Live Migration of Virtual Machine (VM)  

allows the application or VM to move from one host to 

another without allowing the system to shutdown [15].  

Virtualization is a reflection layer that separates the 

physical hardware from the operating system to deliver 

greater IT resource use and flexibility. Virtualization in 

computing is the conception of a virtual variant of an 

Operating system, hardware platform, a storage device 

or network resources. The aim of virtualization is to 

improve Cloud Computing and virtualization by 

centralizing administrative tasks [8]. Cloud computing is 

based on allocating storage and web services in a shared 

multi-tenant environment. Cloud Computing model map 

the various virtual machines with the physical machines 

so that the performance improves with minimum use of 

resources. Virtual machines monitors (VMMs) map 

virtual machines to physical resources. This procedure 

of mapping is unknown to end users. The cloud 

providers has to make sure that the need of virtual 

machines is satisfied by the physical resources [20].    

2.   Related Work 

     Resource Allocation of Virtual Machine (VM) plays 

an important role in cloud computing. [1] has designed 

and implemented various algorithms to  achieve better 

optimization, performance, efficient computing, 

reduction of migration time, and better resource 

utilization. In order to achieve efficiency with minimum 

resources two threshold values have to be considered 

they are Hotspot and Coldspot. Various algorithms has 

been used by authors to allocate resources they are 

skewness algorithm, control algorithm, vector-dot 

algorithm, green scheduling algorithm and benchmark 

algorithm. By minimizing the metric the performance of 

Virtual Machine (VM) can be improved.  

   Host overload detection and VM Selection algorithm is 

used to reduce the energy consumption. [5] has designed 

and implemented on Host over utilized detection 

technique with VM Selection Strategies based on 

Migration Control and Heuristics to achieve VM 

consolidation. VM consolidation approach is used for 

reducing power consumption [7]. In order to reduce the 

energy consumption, overload detection algorithm has 

been redesigned and updated using heuristics method 

and implemented in VM selection algorithms. VM 

Selection methods are built using Cloud Sim tool kit, 
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which includes Minimum Migration time (MMT), 

Random selection (RS) and Maximum correlation (MC). 

There are five algorithms in cloudsim toolkit such as 

Adaptive Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), Adaptive 

Interquartile Range (IQR), Robust local Regression 

(LRR), Local Regression (LR), and Static CPU 

Utilization Threshold (THR).  

     Algorithms are implemented through simulation 

[18]. The simulation results shows that the 

performance of proposed method leads to least energy 

consumption. The problem is that the algorithm uses 

allocate more bandwidth.  

3. Resource Allocation 

     In cloud environment, Resource Allocation (RA) 

is the method of allocating available resources to the 

required cloud applications over the internet. 

Resources are located in a datacenter that is shared by 

multiple clients, and should be adjusted and assigned 

according to demand [14]. While allocating resources 

to the cloud user, overutilization (due to under 

provisioning) and underutilization (wastage) of 

resources due to over setting up should be avoided. 

Allocation of resources should consider various 

parameters like Quality of Service, performance, 

availability, reliability, security, throughput, response 

time etc. For each individual request, resource 

provisioning and allocation solves the problem by 

allowing the service providers to manage the 

resources [9]. Resource Allocation Strategy (RAS) is 

an activity for allocating and handling limited 

resources within the cloud environment so as to meet 

the necessity of the cloud application.  

     There are two techniques in resource allocation. 

They are Static Resource Allocation and Dynamic 

Resource Allocation.  

1. In Static Resource Allocation, the cloud user has to 

do a request for the resources at the earliest. By doing 

this, the user will know what type of resources are 

required and how many instances of the resources are 

needed for using the system [16]. But the disadvantage 

is that it leads to overutilization or underutilization of 

resources that depends on the time the application 

starts to run.   

2. Dynamic Resource Allocation has been useful in 

handling large number of workloads efficiently. In 

cloud computing there are some tasks to be executed 

by the resources which are available in run time to 

achieve reduction of migration time, optimal 

utilization of servers and efficient usage of resources 

[10].   

     The resource allocation to virtual machines in cloud 

computing is based on mapping between physical 

machines and virtual machines .To achieve these 

efficiently with small amount of resources we introduce 

two threshold values, they are  

• Hotspot- When the machine gets overloaded the 

hotspot value has been used for migration of the 

virtual machines to different resources.  

• Coldspot- Coldspot is used for the migration of 

virtual machines to various resources when the 

machine gets underloaded. The cold spot value 

plays an important role to preserve green computing 

to reduce usage of servers.   

      Optimized Virtual Machine (VM) allocation 

Policy is used to create multiple Virtual Machine 

(VM) in various host. Resources are assigned or 

allocated to Virtual Machine (VM) once it is created 

[17].  

4. Live Virtual Machine (Vm) Migration 

     A Virtual Machine (VM) is an Operating System 

(OS) or application environment that is equipped on 

software, which replicates committed hardware. 

The client accepts the similar action on a Virtual 

Machine (VM) as they would have on committed 

hardware [11].   

    Live migration refers to the process of moving a 

Virtual Machine (VM) or application from one 

physical machine (PM) to another without leaving 

the user to shutdown. Storage, memory and network 

connectivity of the Virtual Machine (VM) are 

moved from the guest OS to the target. Live 

migration of Virtual Machines (VM) allows a  

separation of concerns between the users and 

operator of a data center or cluster. There are two 

techniques in live migration are   

• Pre-Copy Live Migration- a)Warm-up phase: 

In it, the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) create 

duplicates of all memory pages and then copies 

memory pages from the source node to the target 

node but Virtual Machine (VM) is not stopped at the 

source node. b) Stop-and-Copy phase: In it, once 

the warm-up phase is over; the Virtual Machine 

(VM) will be halted at source host. Once the 

remaining dirty memory pages are copied to the 

destination then VM will be restart on the 

destination host [12].  

• Post-copy Live Migration- Post-copy Live 

migration is launched by suspending the VM at the 

source. With the VM suspended, a small subset of 

the execution state of the VM is transferred to the 

target. The VM is then restarted at the target. 

Concurrently, the source actively pushes the 

remaining memory pages of the VM to the 

destination - an activity known as pre-paging.  

  5. Proposed Method  

      Inorder to minimize the total Migration Time 

(MT), total Downtime (DT) and to Migrate Multiple 

Virtual Machine various modules have been used.  

They are  

• Workload Assignment  

• Host overload Detection  
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• VM Selection Policy  

• Migration dirty page rate Algorithm  

• Performance Analysis  

In this paper, we have designed the above mentioned 

Algorithm, to migrate Multiple Virtual Machines 

(VMs) from a Physical Machine (PM) to another.    

1. Algorithm For Optimized Vm Allocation 

Policy  

1. function allocateHostForVm(Vm vm)  

2. host = findHostForVm(vm));  

3. if (create vm in host)  

4. put vm id and host in VmTable;  

5. return true;  

6. else  

7. return unable to create vm in host  

8. function findHostForVm(vm)  

9. hostlist = getHostList();  

10. for each host in hostlist)  

11. if (host.isSuitableForVm(vm))  

12. return host;  

13. else  

14. return no host found;  

15. function isSuitableForVm(vm)  

16. if(getVmScheduler().getPeCapacity() 

>= 

vm.getCurrentRequestedMaxMips())  

17. if(getVmScheduler().getAvailableMips

()  

>= 

vm.getCurrentRequestedTotalMips())  

18. if(getRamProvisioner().isSuitableForV

m( vm, 

vm.getCurrentRequestedRam()))  

19. if(getBwProvisioner().isSuitableForV

m(v m, 

vm.getCurrentRequestedBw()))  

20. return true;  

21. else  

22. return false;  

   

Optimized VM allocation policy is to allocate the 

each VMs on several hosts which are available. The 

first step is to allocate host for VM. For that we need 

to find Host for VM. Then get Host from Hostlist 

and check whether that particular host is suitable for 

VM. Compare the host with available resources/ 

parameters such as the available MIPS is greater or 

equal that the current requested MIPS. If it satisfies 

then return TRUE else return FALSE. Then 

Allocate Host for VM. If VM has been created 

successfully created in Host then put the VM id and 

host in Vmtable. If host is not allocated then VM is 

not created successfully. Flowchart  

  

                     
Figure 1.Flowchart for Allocation 

Policy  

  

     Optimized VM allocation Policy has been shown 

in the form of flowchart to allocate the host for VM. 

First the user request has been sent to the cloud 

coordinator. Once the coordinator receives the 

request then it sends to load balancer. Load 

balancers are used to increase capacity (concurrent 

users) and reliability of applications. Load balancer 

forwards the request to appropriate App Server. 

App Server reserves the resources to create VMs. 

Once VM has been created then all the resources are 

allocated to the VM. Then VM has been sent to 

several host to allocate in it. The host for VM has 

been found based on some parameters. If it satisfies 

the condition then VM has been allocated to host.  

  

2. Algorithm For Host Overload Detection 

 Input:  host h   

 Output: True or False indicating host 

has been overloaded or not   

1. get host h from hostlist;   

2. upperThreshold = 0.7  

3. VMh  = getVmListFromHost(h);  4 .  

totalRequestedMips = 0  

  

5. for each VM Vi of VMh   

6. CurrentRequestedMIPS = 

Vi.getCurrentRequestedTotalMips();   

  

7. totalRequestedMips +=  

CurrentRequestedMIPS ;  

8. End;   

9. utilization = (totalRequestedMips  

/h.totalMIPSofhost)+0.65;   

10. If  utilization >= upperThreshold     

11. Return True;  12.  Else    

  

13.    Return False;  

  

Overload detection algorithm has been used to detect 

whether a host is overloaded or not. But these 

algorithms indicate that a host is overloaded based on 
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the threshold which has been set. Calculate the 

Utilization based on currentMIPS and totalMIPS of 

the host. If the Utilization goes beyond the 

UpperThreshold (which has been set to 0.7). Then the 

host is overloaded. Otherwise the host not overloaded. 

But the Utilization goes beyond threshold doesn’t 

mean that it violates SLA. SLA is violated when the 

request exceeds the threshold capacity.  

  

Flowchart  

  
Figure 2. Flowchart for Host overload 

detection  

    After allocating the VMs on several hosts based on 

Optimized VM allocation Policy, the next step is to 

examine whether the host allocated for Multiple 

Virtual Machines (VM) is overloaded or not. 

Utilization threshold has been set based on safety 

parameter (i.e) to indicate whether the Utilization is 

equal or greater than Maximum threshold value 

(which is already been set). If the Utilization exceeds 

the Upper Threshold value, then it indicates that the 

host has been overloaded.     

3. VM Selection Policy 

Input  : Overloaded Host h  

Output : VM to migrate  

Function getVmToMigrate(host) { 

migratableVms = 

getMigratableVms(host); if 

(migratableVms.is_Empty) { return;  

}    

minimum_Metric = 

max_value; for each VM in 

migratableVms { if 

(VM.isInMigration()) { 

continue;  

}  

metric = VM.getRam(); if 

(metric < minimum_Metric) 

{ minimum_Metric = 

metric; vmToMigrate = vm;  

}  

}  

return vmToMigrate;  

}  

  

Get list of VM from overload Host. Define the 

maximum value (minimum Metric) for VM  

Selection. Iterate through each VM in the Host. Get 

RAM utilization for each VM which is assigned to 

metric. Compare each metric with minimum metric. 

Assign metric value to minimum metric. Once all 

VMs are iterated. We will have minimum metric 

from VM with minimum Migration Time.  

  

Flowchart  

  

  
Figure 3. Flowchart for VM Selection 

Policy  

From the overloaded host, select the VMs based on 

safety parameter. The VM which has the minimum 

ram size has been selected for migration.  

4. Migration Dirty Page Rate(Mdpr) Model 

Input: VM list to migrate, page 

transfer rate R  Output: Total 

migration time Tm function 

LIVEMIGRATION(M, R)   

i ← 1, j ← 1       Vi ← M       

WHILE each VMj in VMList     

   

Tpre ←  (Ij + Rj)       

Tj ← Vi / R .         

SC  <--  Vi * (10/100)  

Sj ← SC/R         

Tmig ←  Tj + Sj     

  Tpost ← (Cj + Aj)   

     

j ← j+1           

Tdown <- Tdown + Sj        

TMj ← (Tpre + Tmig + Tpost)                         

TM ←TM + TMj        

Until last VM to migrate      

   

return TM         

end function  

  

where, i , j denotes iteration  

Vi denotes VMs to be transferred  

Tpre denotes Pre copy phase time  

Ij refers to Initialization  

Rj refers to reservation  

Tj denotes migrating dirty pages  

R refers to transfer rate  

SC denotes Stop Condition Tmig 

denotes migration time  

Tpost denotes Post copy phase time  

Cj refers to commitment  

Aj refers to Activation  

TMj denotes Migration time of jth VM  
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TM denotes Total Migration time 

CALCULATION :  

Total Migration time = Pre copy time + Stop and 

copy + Post copy time Downtime = Stop and Copy + 

Post Copy time  

Flowchart  

  
Figure 4. Flowchart on MDPR Model  

In this flowchart, The VMs has been selected for 

migration. The MDPR model analyse the selected 

VM for Pre-migration for Downtime (DT) and 

Migration time (MT). If the MT and DT doesnot 

violate any safety parameter, then the migration 

process will be continued by the decision making 

system. Then the scheduler schedules the VM 

Migration in cloud coordinator. 

6. Results And Analysis 

  

1. Optimized Vm Allocation Policy  

  

Example:  

In this example the number of VMs we used here is  

25, number of hosts is 5, number of datacentre is 1, 

Mips={250,500,750,1000},Pecapacity=2000,Rams

i ze=128, BandWidth=2500 

currentReqMips=1000, the condition we have 

given here is  

if(getPeCapacity()>=vm.getCurrentRequestedMax 

Mips()) (i.e) 2000>=1000 then it is acceptable. 

if(getAvailableMips()>=vm.getCurrentRequestedT 

otalMips()) (i.e) 1000>=1000 then it is acceptable 

otherwise not acceptable.  

  

  

Figure 5. Diagram on Allocation of VM                    

The diagram indicates the diagrammatic representation 

of how each VM has been allocated in several hosts 

within the datacentre.  

2. Host Overload Detection 

 Example  

In this example upperThreshold has been set to 0.7. to 

identify the overloaded host then Utilization >= 

upperThreshold indicates Utilization should be equal or 

greater than the threshold value.   

Table 1. Host Overload Detection  

  
  

HOST#0 :  

Here the table specifies the number of VMs, requested 

MIPS and total MIPS for the HOST 0. The formula for 

utilization = totalRequestedMips /h.totalMIPSofhost + 

0.65. Hence the TotalMIPS =3720, 

TotalRequestedMIPS=130.80 then the Utilization = 

0.68. Similarly we have been calculated for remaining 

hosts namely HOST 1 upto HOST 4. The utilization for 

HOST 0 is 0.70. The Utilization for HOST 1 is 0.74. 

The Utilization for HOST 3 is 0.65. The Utilization for 

HOST 4 is 0.65. From the above analyses we have 

found that the HOST 0 and HOST 1 are Overutilized 

Host.  

3. VM Selection Policy 

    Example:  

OverUtilized Host:  

HOST#0  

HOST#1  

 In HOST#0 : VM-1, VM-2 are to be Migrated. 

Similarly in HOST#1 : VM-9 to be Migrated. 

Reallocation of VMs from the over-utilized hosts are,  

VM #9 is allocated to HOST #3 and VM #1 is allocated 

to HOST #2.  

Migration of VM #9 from HOST #1 to HOST #3 is 

started.  

  

Table 2. VM Selection  
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From the above analysis we can conclude that VM 

#9 has been migrated to HOST #3.  

4. MDPR Algorithm 

Example:  

Here VMRam = {1024, 2048, 512}; VMSize = 

2048; VmBW = 150; preCopyTime = 0.3; 

postCopyTime = 0.3;  copyPhase = 

(VMRam/VmBW);  = 1024/150 = 6; 

stopCondition = ( VMRam * 10/100);= 

(1024*10/100)= 102.4.  

StopAndCopyPhase = stopCondition/VmBW;= 

102.4/150   = 0.68.  

TotalMaxDownTime += StopAndCopyPhase= 

0.68 totalMigrationTime = preCopyTime + 

copyPhase +  

          

StopAndCopyPhase+postCopyTime  

    = 0.3+6+0.68+0.3  

    = 7.27  

From the above calculation we can conclude that 

the total migration time and downtime has been 

obtained.  

5. Performance Analysis 

Resource Utilization Graph: 
  

  
  

Figure 6. Graph on resource Utilization  

  

This graph shows how much resources have been utilized 

(based on MIPS, CPU, RAM) by the VMs on the 

datacentre. The utilization of resources have been 

reduced by not using all the VMs (i.e) some VMs have 

been put to sleep mode or some VMs has been shutdown.  

  

Power Consumption Graph: 
  

  
  

Figure 7. Graph on Power Consumption  

  

This graph shows about how much power has been 

consumed by different host on the datacentre.  

6. Comparison Graph 

No of VMs = 10 No of Cloudlets= 30  

 Migration Dirty Page Rate (MDPR) Algorithm 

 

 
Figure 6. Graph on MDPR Model  

Round robin Algorithm 

 
Figure 7. Graph on Round robin Algorithm  

 MDPR Algorithm is an incremental model. The task 

are assigned one by one in order, whereas Round Robin 

Algorithm is an alternate distributed model. The 

cloudlets are assigned in alternate order (such as 

VM0,VM2,VM6…).   

 Due to alternate assignment model resources are not 

utilized properly. This leads to energy waste and causes 

computational problem since all the VMs are running, 

whereas in MDPR model not all VMs are used. This 

model may create overhead but by analysing the total 

migration time and downtime we can migrate the VMs 

and thus remove the overhead problem.  

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have designed Optimized VM 

Allocation Policy and Host Overload Detection 

Algorithm to allocate Virtual Machine (VM) and to 

detect the overloaded host and to move the VMs from 

overloaded host to another host and then select the VMs 

for migration [13]. By using MDPR model, the total 

migration time and downtime has been calculated. 

With MDPR model, it removes the computational 

problem and energy is not wasted and thus reduce the 

total migration time and downtime.  
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